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IPROGRAMMATIONI 

THURSDAY 25/06 ...................................
. �18.00 > HOW TO TELL STORIES

Theater | For all | FR-EN | 10 mm

. �19.00 > THE JUST ASSASSINS / Reading Albert Camus
Theater | + 12 years | FR | 45 mm  

. �20.00 > �LOCKDOWNED BUILDING  I lIve stream I 
Improv | For all | FR | 60 mm

FRIDAY 26/06 .....................................
. �18.00 > �ROBINSON 

Theater | + 12 years | DE EN ITA PL VN | 45 mm

. �19.00 > �RICE 
Puppets | For all | VN | 40 mm

. �20.00 > �MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM LOCKDOWNED 
Theater | + 12 years | FR | 45 mm

SATURDAY 27/06 ...................................
. �12.00 > �SPEECH OF LOCKDOWNED CHARACTERS 

Theater | For all | FR | 15 mm 

. �12.30 > �EXQUISITE CHARACTERS  
Theater | For all | FR | 5 / 10 mm

. �13.00 > �SWAN LAKE MEETS WEST LAKE  
Ballet | For all | 2 mm 

. �13.00 > �PETRUSHKA  
Ballet | For all | 2 mm 

. �13.30 > �WHERE IS CHARLOT?  
Theater | For all | FR | 3 mm 

. �14.00 > �CM1 CLASS CHOIR  
Choir song | For all | FR | 10 mm 
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. �14.30 > �STARBIRD  
Theater | For all | EN | 5 mm

. �15.00 > �AN INVESTIGATION BY SHERLOCK HEML’OS   
Short film | For all | FR | 30 mm  

. �15.30 > �SHAKESPEARE FACING HIS CREATIONS 
Theater | For all | FR | 20 mm 

. �16.00 > �THE ADVENTURE OF A CRICKET 
Baby show | Mute | 0-5 years | 15 mm

. �17.00 > �IMPROVISATION DE RUE - HERVÉE DE LAFOND  I workshops I 
Conference | + 12 years | FR | 60 mm   

. �18.30 > �ALEX COMPLEX CONCERT FROM LFAY 
Concert | For all | FR | 30 mm

. �19.30 > �LẠC WINE  I lIve stream I 
Music | For all | FR EN VN | 60 mm   

. �21.00 > �FRAGMENTS 
Theater | + 16 years | VN | 45 mm   

SUNDAY 28/06 .....................................
. �12.00 > �MY YEAR OF CM2 

Theater | For all | FR | 15 mm 

. �12.30 > �ON THE TOPIC: «THIS IS NOT A PIPE» Gérald Chevrolet 
Theater | For all | FR | 10 mm

. �13.00 > �WESTERN MIDDLE CLASS’S NOTEBOOK Sylvain Levey 
Theater | For all | FR | 10 mm 

. �13.30 > �A RAY CHARLES MEDLEY Back to Jazzier Times 
Dance Jazz | For all | 5 mm

. �14.00 > �EVERY BRILLIANT THING  
Dance | For all | EN | 15 mm

. �14.30 > �SINGING CLASSES END-OF-YEAR PERFORMANCE  
Song | For all | FR | 60 mm
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. �16.00 > �NADAM  
Baby show | Mute | 0-18 months | 35 mm

. �17.00 > �CATS DANCE WORKSHOP I workshops I  
Dance | + 12 years | EN | 60 mm

. �18.30 > �VARIATIONS AROUND SONY LABOU TANSI’S PRIZE 
Theater | + 12 years | FR | 3 x 5 mm

. �19.00 > �IMPROV MEDLEY I lIve stream I 
Improv | 0-18 mois | FR | 60 mm  

25/06 > 28/06 .....................................
DIGITAL EXHIBITION  Plastic arts | 7-12 years    
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ISCHOOL SHOWSI 

HOW TO TELL STORIES
Theater | All ages | FR-EN | 10 mm 

The ATH teaching team
After months without drama  
classes, students from ATH’s  
end of year camp propose a  

collaborative movie on the topic: 
How to tell stories?

thursday 25/06 > 18.00

THE JUST ASSASSINS / READING  
Albert Camus
Theater | 16-18 years | FR | 45 mm  
ATH  | Marianne Seguin  

The story of young anarchists  
who decide to commit an attack 
against a Grand Duke, a figure of  
the tyranny of an era... Inspired by 
real facts, the text questions whether 
“the end justifies the means”. It  
also points out the importance of  
understanding why a young  
generation reaches such extremes, 
rather than judging its actions.
thursday 25/06 > 19.00

THURSDAY 25/06 ...........................
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MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM 
LOCKDOWNED  

Theater | Adults | FR | 45 mm  
ATH  | Quentin Delorme  

A fascinating documentary on  
the creation of a play, you will  

discover an extraordinary theater 
troupe. And the incredible work they 

do by being inspired by the great 
personalities for whom they will play. 

friday 26/06 > 20.00

SPEECH OF LOCKDOWNED  
CHARACTERS  
Collective creation
Theater | CM1A | FR | 15 mm  
LFAY | Anne Boulo  

For the PAS festival, they imagined 
that they were characters of  
children’s literature, historical  
characters, video game characters 

and even animals. They created their text on the theme of confinement by 
imagining what a confinement experience their character might have  
experienced.  saturday 27/06 > 12.00

SATURDAY 27/06 ...........................

ISCHOOL SHOWSI 

FRIDAY 26/06 ..............................
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EXQUISITE CHARACTERS  
Collective creation
Theater | 8-9 years | FR | 5 / 10 mm  
ATH  | Etienne Rousseau  

The exquisite corpse is a graphic or  
collective writing game invented by 
the surrealists Applying this method, 
we have created a multitude of  
characters with diverse problems  
and ambitions. Can they cohabit?  
The answer is yes of course!
saturday 27/06 > 12.30

SWAN LAKE MEETS WEST LAKE  
An exploration of Classical Ballet

Ballet | 7-10 years | 2 mm
ATH  | Sarah Dullaghan

Classical ballet technique meets 
playful, interpretive ballet  

exploration when Swan Lake  
meets West Lake! Watch  

these cygnets dance!
saturday 27/06 > 13.00

PETRUSHKA  
An exploration of Classical Ballet
Ballet | 4-6 years | ATH  | 2 mm 
ATH  | Sarah Dullaghan - Emily George 

An exploration of the story of  
Petrushka, the ballet whose plot 
brings puppets to life! A ballet piece 
inspired by classical ballet positions 
and our own puppet inspired  
movement.
saturday 27/06 > 13.00

ISCHOOL SHOWSI 
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WHERE IS CHARLOT?  
Theater | 6-7 years | FR | 3 mm  

ATH  | Nguyen Hoa My  

Charlot faints in front of policemen. 
When he wakes up, he seems to  

be in a strange world. But the  
strangest thing is while walking 

there, he meets other people who 
call themself... Charlot. Then, who is 

the true and unique Charlot?
saturday 27/06 > 13.30

CM1 CLASS CHOIR  
Choir song | 3 CM1 | FR | 10 mm  
LFAY | Anne Boulo, Anne-Sophie 
Dagher, Jérôme Bleitrach  

Their repertoire is primarily made  
up of French-language songs, but 
not only. For the PAS festival, they 
perform especially in filmed version.
saturday 27/06 > 14.00

STARBIRD  
Adapted from the book  

by Sharon King-Chai 
Theater & dance | Teens  

 EN | 5 mm | BIS 
Kathryn Loveday - Emily Bevan 

Starbird is an original fable about 
freedom and love. Told here using 

narration, movement and dance.
saturday 27/06 > 14.30

ISCHOOL SHOWSI 
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AN INVESTIGATION  
BY SHERLOCK HEML’OS   
Written by CM1B students
Short film | CM1B | FR | 30 mm  
LFAY | Anne-Sophie Dagher 

Sherlock Heml’os and Ouahtson,  
the famous detectives are walking 
in the forest and they find Charlie 
Bouledogue crying. Her husband  

has just been killed... The detectives decide to help Charlie find the culprit.  
Who killed him and why?  saturday 27/06 > 15.00

ISCHOOL SHOWSI 

ALEX COMPLEX CONCERT  
FROM LFAY  
Concert | Teens | FR | 30 mm  
LFAY Alex Complex | Phuc Phan  

Even in the aftermath of the  
Covid pandemic, with all public  
performances cancelled, Alex 
Complex members of LFAY have 
persevered to put together a concert 

program of wildly varying styles, from classical music to student-composed 
indie tracks, passing by popular song covers and even Turkish music.  
This year the performance of Alex Complex will be in the form of a video.   
saturday 27/06 > 18h30

SHAKESPEARE FACING  
HIS CREATIONS

Theater | 10-11 years | FR | 20 mm 
ATH  | Quentin Delorme 

A new moment: Shakespeare finds 
himself face to face with the  

characters of his plays. Macbeth  
is angry, Olivia rebuffs him because he could have made her life easier.  
How is he going to deal with the moods of these different characters?   

saturday 27/06> 15h30
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MY YEAR OF CM2
Theater | CM2A | FR | 15 mm   

LFAY | Tamara Litmanowitsch 

CM2A students from LFAY present  
a short film that summarizes their  
year of CM2. From back to school,  

so ordinary, passing through  
confinement, so exceptional,  
the students evolve and still  

manage to do a play. Their last year  
of primary school ends. Soon, they 

will leave the shore of childhood  
for new horizons: adolescence.

sunday 28/06 > 12.00

SUNDAY 28/06 .............................

ISCHOOL SHOWSI 

ON THE TOPIC:  
“THIS IS NOT A PIPE”  
Gérald Chevrolet
Theater | Grade 10 | FR | 10 mm  
LFAY | Martine Aran - Marianne Seguin 

Choral working draft with text and 
microphones
sunday 28/06 > 12.30

WESTERN MIDDLE CLASS’S  
NOTEBOOK Sylvain Levey

Theater | 12-15 years | FR | 10 mm 
ATH  | Marianne Seguin 

Snapshots, live “news flashes” of  
families, their lives and their daily 

worries. An amusing point of  
view on our society, told in  

chorus by a group of teenagers.
sunday 28/06 > 13.00
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A RAY CHARLES MEDLEY  
Back to Jazzier Times
Dance Jazz | Adults | 5 mm
ATH  | Sarah Dullaghan

Stepping back in time to when jazz 
music was at some of it’s freshest and 
finest this piece explores one of most 
renowned jazz legends, Ray Charles, 
and what movement his music 
inspires! 
sunday 28/06 > 13.30

EVERY BRILLIANT THING  
creation inspired by Duncan Mac 

Millan et Jonny Donahoe
Dance | Teens | EN | 15 mm  

BVIS Drama | Jessica Barrowman 

For this ‘Play in a Day’ style project, 
pupils involved will work together 
throughout the course of one day  

to devise a 15 minute. The piece  
will centre around the idea of  

‘Brilliant things’ that we appreciate  
in life, big or small. 

sunday 28/06 > 14.00

SINGING CLASSES  
END-OF-YEAR PERFORMANCE  
Chant | 6-50 years | FR | 60 mm  
ATH  | Hứa Thanh Tú  

ATH’s singers - acccompanied by  
the musicians of Lạc Wine - present  
a mini show of songs that they  
practiced throughout this year,  
with all their passion and love.
sunday 28/06 > 14.30
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VARIATIONS AROUND SONY  
LABOU TANSI’S PRIZE

Theater | Grade 11/12 
FR | 3 x 5 mm | LFAY 

Martine Aran - Marianne Seguin 

Vocal interpretations accompanied  
by original lightings of three of  

the five works nominated for  
the Sony Labou Tansi 2020 Award.  

sunday 28/06 > 18.30

DIGITAL EXHIBITION
Plastic arts | 7-12 years    
ATH  | Marianne Smolska  

Exhibition of plastic art’s works of 
ATH’s students.
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ROBINSON  Written by Daniel Defœ in 1719, Robinson Crusœ remains of 
actuality. On the occasion of the festival, the text was rewritten in the form of 
plays and films. Initially independent, these contributions were then combined 
to form an artistic patchwork. 

Theater | + 12 years 
Festival theatretag 
Frankfurt  
DE EN ITA PL VN  

45 mm
friday 26/06 > 18.00

RICE takes place in the Vietnamese Famine of 1945 during the Japanese  
Occupation of French Indochina. It’s the Year of the Rooster, and my country 
has turned into hell on Earth. As tragedy unfolds, one little boy finds hope 
in magic and imagination at a time when the promise of death deforms life, 
when hunger strips away dignity, and desperation corrupts humanity.” 

Puppets   
For all  

Mat Tran Ensemble  
Trang Linh Valerie Pham  

VN | 40 mm
friday 26/06 > 19.00

IPROFESSIONAL SHOWSI 

FRIDAY 26/06 ..............................
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THE ADVENTURE OF A CRICKET  This is the story of a cricket who adores 
adventures. With music, movements, lights, this theatre show for babies and 
toddlers will be full of beautiful images.

Baby show   
Collectif ATH   
Nguyễn Hoạ My   
Hứa Thanh Tú  
Mute | 15 mm
saturday 27/06 > 16.00

FRAGMENTS - an adaptation of “Death of the Prince”, Fernando Pessoa  
On stage two tortured beings trying to recompose, to put their souls back 
together again and a fallen god. Spirituality collapses in favour of the unique 
cult of possession in the superficiality of the world.
A creation that defends a free and experimental theatre. A laboratory at the 
service of scenic art. “Fragment” is an ode to acting and being, to existence and 
what defines us as human beings. 

Theater | Adults 
Collectif ATH 

Quentin Delorme 
VN | 45 mm

saturday 27/06 > 21.00

SATURDAY 27/06 ...........................
IPROFESSIONAL SHOWSI 
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NADAM  Shik-shik! Brrr...ring! Tock-tock! Hwing!
Nadam is sound. You can hear it in the noisiest cacophonies, or as the softest 
stream of awareness sneaking into your ear. A performance that brings  
extra-ordinary sounds  to parents and babies alike. An immersive performance 
that brings extra-ordinary sounds to parents and babies alike, babies and  
their parents are encouraged to be with the performers in the moment.  
The performance is inspired by the philosophies of Heaven, Earth and 
Man,manifested through the performers’ musical improvisations along with 
babies’ and parents’ play of sounds.

Baby show  
LittleCr3atures  
Natalie Alexandra Tse  
Mute | 35 mm
sunday 28/06   
> 16.00

SUNDAY 28/06 ...........................

IPROFESSIONAL SHOWSI 
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IMPROVISATION DE RUE - HERVÉE DE LAFOND 
A key figure in the street arts and theatre, Hervée de Lafond is a co-director of 
the Théâtre de l’Unité, one of the companies that accompanied the birth of 
the street arts in France. She is also the one who brought the improvisation 
league to France. For more than 40 years that the Théâtre de l’Unité has been 
created, she has co-produced about 60 plays, a multitude of ephemeral events, 
created the Maison Unité with its procession of adventures, performed their 
plays around the world, created Brigades d’Intervention Théâtrale (B.I.T.) in eight 
countries, hundreds of urban disturbances, distilled their conception of theatre 
to many amateurs and professionals. We are honoured to welcome her during 
our festival. She will do a videoconference with two topics: 
- The improv: letting go, the unconscious, listening and taking risks
- Street theater “with bare hands”: shift everyday life, show that it is theater,  
“aggressive love” the mistakes not to be made.

IWORKSHOPSI 

SATURDAY 27/06 ...........................

Conference | + 12 years 
FR | 60 mm
saturday 27/06 > 17.00
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CATS DANCE WORKSHOP 
Benjamin Mundy is a professional performer with a career of working in  
musical theatre in London’s West End, on Number 1 UK Tours, Regional  
Theatre and overseas. This workshop will consist of a short dance warm up 
before learning a routine to ‘The Jellicle Ball’ in the style of the musical, ‘CATS’.  
Benjamin was in the International Tour and West End Revival productions of the 
show. He is looking forward to sharing his knowledge having worked with the 
show’s original creative team and choreographer, Dame Gillian Lynne.  

SUNDAY 28/06 .............................

Dance | 11-18 years 
Benjamin Mundy  
EN | 60 mm
sunday 28/06   
> 17.00

IWORKSHOPSI 
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ILIVE STREAMI 

LOCKDOWNED BUILDING 
Come and enjoy an unprecedented improv show! An improvisation group 
made up of people from all over the world who find themselves on the net to 
play live stream. A long improvised form show where you will discover people 
stranded at home who will doubtless have great adventures thanks to your 
theme.

Improv | Adults  
ATH  | Quentin Delorme 

FR | 60 mm
thursday 25/06 > 20.00

THURSDAY 25/06 ...........................

LẠC WINE  Dramatic music show
These two mysterious characters combine voices into angelic harmonies,  
revisit a very wide and inspired repertoire of musicals, early vocal jazz,  
animation movie soundtracks, space-crooning songs, and undefined  
out-of-this-world tracks.

Music | Lạc Wine   
Hứa Thanh Tú  
Etienne Rousseau 
FR EN VN | 60 mm  

saturday 27/06 > 19.30

SATURDAY 27/06 ...........................
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IMPROV MEDLEY 
Live improvisation show. Based on your proposals, our young actors will  
propose different forms of improvisation that they enjoyed practicing at the 
ATH.

SUNDAY 28/06 .............................

Improv | Teens 
ATH  | Quentin Delorme 
FR | 60 mm
sunday 28/06   
> 19.00

ILIVE STREAMI 
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ALEX COMPLEX 
Alex Complex is the collective of student and staff  
musicians from the French high school of Hanoi (LFAY). 
Founded out of love for music performance, Alex  

Complex welcomes students of all musical interests and abilities, often with 
staff musicians supporting their first musical endeavors. Over the years, a  
number of Alex Complex members have taken their passion to new levels,  
pursuing professional musical training and even becoming full-time  
performers.
............................................................ 

COLLECTIF ATH 
ATH Collective is the logical continuation and ideal complement to ATH school. 
It is partly composed of its various teachers, who are themselves trained in its 
training centre. ATH allows each of the artists who compose it to propose their 
own creations within the Collective.
............................................................ 

ATH 
ATH is the only artistic practice space in Hanoi open to 

all, in Vietnamese, French and English. Theatre, dance, music, song, visual arts: 
through collective creation, ATH considers artistic practice as a vehicle for  
exchange, benevolence, trust and knowledge of self and others.rs.
............................................................ 

BENJAMIN MUNDY 
Benjamin Mundy is a professional performer with a career 
of working in musical theatre in London’s West End, on 
Number 1 UK Tours, Regional Theatre and overseas.  

............................................................ 
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BIS HANOI 
As a member of Nord Anglia Education – the world’s  
leading premium schools’ organization with 66 schools  
located across 29 countries, the British International 
School Hanoi (BIS Hanoi) is a selective, independent  

and co-educational day school, providing a British-style education for an  
international student body aged between 2 and 18 years old in Vietnam’s 
vibrant capital city.
............................................................ 

ICOMPANIESI 

LFAY  
CM1 & CM2 

CHORAL OF CM1 LFAY fifth grade classes have been singing in choirs since  
September 2019. You will see and hear the 80 students of the 3 fourth grade 
classes.
CM1A The CM1A class is 28 students, who sing, dance and want to express 
many things.
CM1B This is a CM1 class of 26 students from the Lycée français de Hanoï.
CM2A The actors are the students of the CM2A class of the French high-school 
Alexandre Yersin.

LFAY - THÉÂTRE OPTION 
These students in the Theatre Option belong to the Grades 11-12. They meet 
every week, under the guidance of a teacher and an actress, to work on acting, 
on the analysis of shows and on the history and codes of the theatrical genre.
............................................................

BVIS 
A collection of year 10-11 GCSE Drama students and 
specially selected pupils in Y7-9 who have demonstrated 
excellent focus, commitment and attainment in Drama 
this year.

............................................................ 
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EUROPEAN THEATRETAG FESTIVAL  
European Theatretag festival has been held in Frankfurt  
for 30 years.  It is made up of school troupes as well as  

professional companies and is also open to dance.
............................................................ 

ICOMPANIESI 

LẠC WINE 
Lạc Wine is a colorful homage to theater music, cabaret 
and 20th century’s expressionism. This two-piece band is 
a combination of not only two musicians but before all, 
stunning, intoxicating, and slightly dangerous performers. 

............................................................ 
LITTLECR3ATURES 
LLittleCr3atures is the offspring of SAtheCollective (SA) 
and its founding director, Natalie Alexandra Tse.
LittleCr3atures explores the relationship between man,
nature and technology, and the interconnection of ritual,

of play and improvisation. 
............................................................ 

MAT TRAN ENSEMBLE 
Mat Tran Ensemble (literal translation: Naked Eyes) is an 
interdisciplinary art collective based in Hanoi, Vietnam. 
Founded with the belief that art is for everyone, our  
mission is to pursue a vision of inclusive arts by creating 
contemporary performances that can be enjoyed without 

the constraints of class, space or language. All of Mat Tran’s activities are  
designed to break down barriers, to bring people together and generate  
conversations within the community.
............................................................ 




